Indirect bonded restoration in severely compromised teeth

Choosing the ideal coronal restoration is often complex for the clinician, especially in the case of seriously compromised elements. In these situations the therapeutic options must be carefully planned, evaluating the quantity of residual structure and the load onto which the dental element will be subjected to. The restorative maneuvers must avoid additional sacrifice of sound structure while at the same time guaranteeing maximum protection of the element, especially in respect to the risk of root fracture. Every time that it is possible to use ceramic veneers in the anterior area instead of full crowns, the outcome will be the maximum care of residual dental structure with excellent bio-mechanical and aesthetic results. Partial coronal preparation in the posterior area, as opposed to full crown preparation, allows occlusal protection with maximum respect for the remaining cervical tissue in absolute regard for the marginal periodontium. Modern restorative materials used for partial crown restorations, applied with rigorous adhesive techniques, present numerous bio-mechanical, biological and aesthetic advantages in the restoration of the most compromised teeth. This type of therapeutic approach is revolutionizing the “classic” treatment carried out with aggressive interventions (such as the use of posts and complete crowns) and has all the advantages of the simplicity of the intervention and the predictability of the result.
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